
HOW TO WRITE A CRITICAL SELF REFLECTION

When writing reflectively you, the writer, are the primary subject. As such, your For some people, critical self-reflection
comes quite naturally, while for others it.

You need to be able to reflect more on this later on your experience by showing how it influenced your
subsequent behaviours and how your life has been particularly changed as a result. Conclusion Throughout
your reflection, you should make a case for how the experience has stimulated your personal growth.
However, by the end, they have stood back, drawn out the key messages of what they have learnt and
summarised these as conclusions or recommendations. You should use this to help guide you in your writing.
Is superficial and does not demonstrate any interest in burrowing beneath the surface to understand more. If
you are writing a reflective essay as part of an academic exercise, chances are your tutor will ask you to focus
on a particular episode â€” such as a time when you had to make an important decision â€” and reflect on what
the outcomes were. A great way to do this is to pick out some reflection questions which will help you think
deeper about the impact and lasting effects of your experience. You might be asked to talk about a specific
way an experience changed your attitudes or actions, a significant challenge you faced or things you would do
differently if given a second chance. Cite this Article A tool to create a citation to reference this article Cite
this Article. Theory Draws on relevant theoretical standpoints, research, or established professional practice in
ways that demonstrate how these have helped understanding; where relevant, it relates the particular incident
to broader social and political issues. Is there anything that needs to be done additionally to ensure that the
learning process is successful? Ensure the body of your reflective essay is well focused and contains
appropriate critique and reflection. Consider how your ideas are connected to each other, then begin the
writing process. Reflective essays can be academic, or may feature more broadly as a part of a general piece of
writing for a magazine, for instance. End-points extrapolated conclusions The process of reflection may take
the person in many different directions. Description of topic encountered in the course 2. Looking back, how
successful has the process been? Do you think these were the right choices? While the format of a reflective
piece of writing may change, there is one element that will mostly remain the same, and that is the structure.
Lay out the important elements of your experience in a timeline â€” this will then help you clearly see how to
piece your narrative together. I learned that good teamwork is the key to success in design activities when time
and resources are limited. You may be relieved to know that, much like any essay, a reflective essay is
typically comprised of an introduction, body and conclusion. Allow your ideas to flow freely, knowing that
you will always have time to edit your work. Succeeding in postgraduate study 3. Where would I end? But if
you have put in the time and effort fleshing out a thorough plan, you should be well prepared, which will make
the writing process as smooth as possible. Is non-specific or covers too many dimensions, so the focus of the
reflection is not clear. Finds ways of reflecting blame on to other people or the context itself for the way
events unfolded; alternatively, personal responsibility is addressed in a superficial way, so that the relation of
action and consequence is not considered in depth. Body Next up is planning the body of your essay. More on
this below. The thesis statement is a brief summary of the focus of the essay, which in this case is a particular
experience that influenced you significantly. Remember that central to reflective essay writing is the
examination of your attitudes, assumptions and values, so be upfront about how you feel. Critical evaluation
of method 4. In this guide, we explore in detail how to write a great reflective essay , including what makes a
good structure and some advice on the writing process. The lessons learned are not drawn out clearly as
conclusions or recommendations. The purpose of writing a reflective essay is to provide a platform for the
author to not only recount a particular life experience, but to also explore how he or she has changed or
learned from those experiences. For example, before you really get stuck into the process, consider questions
such as: what might happen regarding the experience?


